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ISO FC FOR 719 & 725
ISO FC FOR 719 & 725

CARVED CYLINDER SERIES
Our new ”carved cylinder” fixtures are a new take
on the classic cylinder shape. What’s shown below
proves they are more than a “pretty face”, if you will.
The curved reflector is made from White Optics, a
highly reflective, but matte surface. The curve helps
distribute light forward and side-to-side, as shown
on the graphic to the left. The ISO Footcandle
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distribution curves compare a simple downlight
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fixture - our model 719, to the 725. The solid line
represents the same FC level as the dashed line
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closer to the wall for similar rated lumens at an 8ft
mounting height. The 725 is ADA compliant, so it can
be mounted lower for higher FCs and spaced further
apart than a fixture like the 719.
The other unique feature is the glare reducing
gradient that is silk screened onto the reflector.
During the day it’s a curiosity, but at night it becomes
blurred as it reduces the glare at the top of the

NOTES:
1. Fixture mounted at 8ft.
2. Grid is 8ft=units of mounting ht.
NOTES:
3.
= Footcandle level for 725.
1.
FIXTURES
MOUNTED AT 8 FT.
4.
= Same FC level for 719, but closer in.

reflector. Photometrics for all three fixtures are
on our website.

NOTES:
1. FIXTURES
8 FT.OF MOUNTING HT.
2. MOUNTED
GRID 8 FT =AT
UNITS
E-mail a question or comment.
2. GRID 3.
8 FT____
= UNITS
OF MOUNTING
HT. FOR 725.
= FOOTCANDLE
LEVEL
3. ____ =4.FOOTCANDLE
LEVEL FOR
725. FOR 719.
------ = FOOTCANDLE
LEVEL
Click
4. ------ = FOOTCANDLE LEVEL FOR 719. on an image to go to the catalog page.
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To view more Featured Fixtures and print high quality pdfs click here.
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